CHEDRO III MEMORANDUM
No. 46, series of 2020

FOR: The Presidents/Heads of Public and Private Higher Education Institutions in Region III

SUBJECT: Webinar on Flexible Learning Program with the Theme: "Preparing the HEIs in the Philippines for Flexible Learning: Challenges, Issues and Opportunities"

DATE: 16 June 2020

There will be a Webinar on Flexible Learning Program with the theme: "Preparing the HEIs in the Philippines for Flexible Learning: Challenges, Issues and Opportunities" to be conducted on 30 June 2020, 9:00 AM to 12 NN with the following topics:

   a. Redesigning Higher Education Curriculum for flexible learning;
   b. Redesigning programs for Flexible Learning (Modifying Syllabus, Refining Program Outcomes, adjusting Learning Experiences, Redesigning Assessment & Evaluation);
   c. Instructional delivery modes for Flexible Learning (per program);
   d. Adapting Administrative and Instructional Support Systems to flexible learning; and
   e. Providing Psychosocial Support and building an inclusive virtual learning environment for students.

Each higher education institution may send three (3) participants, preferably the Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Dean and faculty member. There is no registration fee to join the webinar.

For inquiries, please contact Dr. Cristina M. Nuque at telephone number (045) 455-1662 or email at chedro3@ched.gov.ph.

MARIA TERESITA MACANAS SEMANA, PhD, CESO IV
Officer-in-Charge, Office of the Director IV